
Flat HDMI Cable Vention VAA-B02-L075, 0.75m, 4K 60Hz (Black) Ref: 6922794728035
Flat HDMI Cable 0.75m Vention VAA-B02-L075 (Black)

HDMI 2.0 Flat Black Cable 0.75m
The  Vention  VAA-B02-L075  HDMI  cable  is  designed  for  durability  and  resistance  to  everyday  use.  Its  flat  construction  makes  it  more
resistant to bending and stretching than standard cables. The PVC coating further protects it from mechanical damage, ensuring users
that the cable will last for a long time.
 
Versatile Application
Thanks to its versatile design, the Vention VAA-B02-L075 HDMI cable is perfect for various scenarios.  You can connect it  to laptops or
game consoles on one end and TVs, LCD monitors, or projectors on the other end. This makes it an ideal solution for people looking for a
cable that can meet different needs and applications.
 
Support for 3D Effects
Modern technology is constantly advancing, and the Vention HDMI cable keeps up with the times. It supports 3D effects, allowing users
to enjoy depth and realism in three dimensions. Watch movies,  play games, and experience other multimedia in 3D quality using this
cable.
 
High Resolution
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Image quality is a key consideration when choosing an HDMI cable. The Vention VAA-B02-L075 model offers a 4K resolution at 60Hz. This
means that the image is not only sharper and more detailed but also smoother, which is especially important when watching dynamic
scenes or intense gaming.
 
    
    
        
            
                Brand
                Vention
            
            
                Model
                VAA-B02-L075
            
            
                Color
                Black
            
            
                Length
                0.75m
            
            
                Interface
                HDMI 2.0
            
            
                Resolution
                4K@60Hz
            
        
    

Price:

Before: € 2.3985

Now: € 2.35
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